BREAKING! ROMNEY
SURROGATE POINTS TO
EFFECTS OF
REPUBLICAN BUDGET
CUTTING AS FACTOR IN
BENGHAZI ATTACK!!
Eli Lake continues to serve as the mouthpiece
for a political attack explicitly crafted by
close Rove associates. In today’s installment,
he repeats Mitt Romney campaign surrogate, UT
Congressman Jason Chaffetz’ latest attack: that
the State Department cut security after the hot
war in Libya ended.
In the six months leading up to the
assault on the United States consulate
in Benghazi, the State Department
reduced the number of trained Americans
guarding U.S. facilities in Libya,
according to a leading House Republican
investigating the Sept. 11 anniversary
attacks. The reduction in U.S. security
personnel increased America’s reliance
on local Libyan guards for the
protection of its diplomats.
[snip]
Chaffetz went further Wednesday, saying
in an interview that the number of
American diplomatic security officers
serving in Libya had been reduced in the
six months prior to the attacks. “The
fully trained Americans who can deal
with a volatile situation were reduced
in the six months leading up to the
attacks,” he said. “When you combine
that with the lack of commitment to
fortifying the physical facilities, you
see a pattern.”

I suppose it would be too much for Lake to
acknowledge that Chaffetz is a Romney surrogate
and note the repeated admissions that Romney’s
team intends to turn the Benghazi attack into
Obama’s Jimmy Carter. Doing so might reveal that
this outrage is, to some extent, manufactured.
With the help of Eli Lake.
Perhaps he could at least read this article.
Not only does it support the argument that Mike
Rogers, the House Intelligence Chair, should be
the one to conduct Congress’ investigation, not
a Romney surrogate on a committee without the
clearances to do so.
Rep. Michael Rogers, chairman of the
House Intelligence Committee, made clear
Wednesday that congressional staff will
be looking into the attack, in addition
to a probe by the State Department’s
inspector general and another State
Department investigation required by
federal law.

But it explains why the surrogate for a
candidate running with the House Budget Chair
really shouldn’t be squawking about the State
Department cutting security after a hot war
ends.
Since 2010, Congress cut $296 million
from the State Department’s spending
request for embassy security and
construction, with additional cuts in
other State Department security
accounts, according to an analysis by a
former appropriations committee staffer.
[snip]
The cuts were the latest in a series of
squeezes on State Department spending.
Congress has appropriated less money for
the department than requested in every
year since Fiscal 2007, according to
budget figures.

“During both the latter years of the
Bush presidency and throughout the Obama
presidency, the administration has
recommended boosting spending on foreign
aid and [State Department] foreign
operations, including security, and
Congress has always cut it back,” said
Philip J. Crowley, a former State
Department spokesman.

That is, to the extent that State has to make
less than optimal choices about security, that
is because of Paul Ryan and his associates in
the House (note some of these cuts came before
Ryan assumed the Budget Chair in 2011).
Let me repeat, there is good reason to conduct
this investigation. There are a lot of
legitimate questions to ask about the lead-up to
the Benghazi attack.
But anyone treating a Romney surrogate’s loud
squawking as a credible investigation is just a
willful participant in a political hit job that
has been explicitly confirmed. Perhaps Romney
wants to politicize a talented Ambassador’s
death, but credible foreign policy people ought
to have more respect.

